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Six Months Abroad
Recently Awarded
Home Ec. Student
Louise Frost, senior majoring in Home
Economics Education, was recently se
lected as the 1958 International Farm
Youth Exchange delegate from New
Hampshire. She will receive a scholarship
to live abroad for six months as a good
will ambassador, sponsored by the U. S.
Department o f Agriculture and Cooper
ative Extension Service.
Lou will probably leave next June and
return in November. This period of time
will be devoted to a special preparation
program, and some time at the end of
the program to travel in other countries.
Since the IFY E program is carried on
throughout a large part of the world,
Louise could be sent to almost any but
an iron-curtain country. She has asked
to be sent to Greece, Denmark or Fin
land.
Once abroad, she will live in several
rural homes as an “adopted” member of
the family, for three weeks to a month
in each. She will do the same work and
have the same responsibilities as other
family members.
What does she hope to accomplish ?
“ I will try to bring to them a beter
understanding of Americans as we really
are . . .
I will also try to gain an
understanding of their way of life to bring
back to America for the benefit of the
people who have sent me.” Upon her re
turn, Louise will give talks and show
slides throughout the state to help raise
funds for next year’s delegate.
(continued on page 8)

. . . S O M E T H IN G N E W . The New Hampshire gets an official welcome into
its new office in the bottom floor of the Memorial Union Building. From left
to right: Mr. John Ewart, program director of the Union; Mr. Staton Curtis,
director of the Union; and for The New Hampshire Georgia Winn, senior news
editor, and Dave Smith, editor-in-chief. The newspaper offices will be open
Sunday and Monday nights, as well as this Saturday for the official Memorial
Union Open House.

Mullen Birth Control
Necessary For Survival
M an’s time is rapidly running out, and we must soon institute
birth control if we are to survive, accordin g to Dr. H erm ann J.
M uller, speaking at N ew H am pshire H all on N ov. 21 in the D is
tinguished Lectures Series.
T he usual regulators of human life — war, famine, and disease
— are not taking the great toll at present which they did earlier
in man’s history, he pointed out, and as a result the earth’s popu 
lation is growing at an almost unbeliev
able rate. In America, for example, the
population rise now is 100 percent every
forty years, and the percentage rate it
self is increasing.
Dr. Muller, the second speaker in this
year’s Distinguished Lectures Series,
spoke on the topic “ Man’s Responsibility
for his Genetic Heritage.”
It is then foreseeable then that within
the next two centuries the population of
America will exceed one billion, which
is now half o f the world population. He
stressed that such an increase will event
ually outdistance our capacity for pro
duction.

Annual Mil Arts Ball
Held Friday Night
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now to eliminate undesirable characteris
tics, and to propagate those which are
desirable.
Setting forth the theory that while man
only feels obligated to observe the
“ Golden Rule” in regard to those who are
within his environment, he said that as
a result of improved selective mating,
future generations could be established
with built-in “ Golden Rule” apparatus in
their minds which would extend to all
people.
This would eliminate all social discord,
and lead finally to a nearly perfect socie
ty of free and non-aggressive human be
ings.
“Indiscriminate Reproduction”
Japan, he stated, has already taken
Mentioning also that our bodies do not steps to lower the birth rate, with con
by any means represent the ultimate form siderable success, and India has recently
of possible human perfection, he drew the instituted a similar program.
conclusion that we may be slipping back
Radiation Dangers
wards physiologically because of our in
In addition to covering the topic of
discriminate reproduction.
He then stated that if we are to save birth control, he also warned against the
our descendants from mental and physi dangers in excessive radiation from medi
cal degeneration, we must do our utmost cal X-rays. He emphasized, however, that
while radioactive fallout from bomb tests
does pose a serious threat, and will prob
Raymond Bassett Fund Used ably
cause over 100,000 deaths in future
births, it so far amounts to only 1 per
For Buying Sociology Texts
cent as much as we receive from medi
$350 have been contributed to a fund cal X-ray radiation.
The overall damage done by these can
in honor of Dr. Raym ond E. Bassett.
This is being placed with the pooled not be measured too accurately at the
investments of the University’s endow  moment, he remarked, but the medical
profession is at last urging that they be
ment fund.
The interest from this fund w ill be used sparingly.
Chemical compounds also came under
given each year as a Raym ond E.
Bassett Memorial Award, for the pur the glare of his constructive criticism.
chase of textbooks for a student ma Many substances with which we come in
daily contact, such as cosmetics, antibijoring in sociology.
A committee consisting o f the D e odics, food additives, and industrial fumes,
partment of Sociology faculty mem are quite likely harmful to us, and per
bers, with the Department Chairman haps will cause slight mutations in the
as chairman of the com m ittee; one se genes. These mutations would not be
nior in the department selected by the immediately noticed, but would someday
faculty m em bers; and the Financial result in ruining the life o f some individ
Aids Officer will pass on applications ual.
He then urged that careful investiga
for the award. Applicants must be so
tions be made into the effects of these
ciology majors, have grade point aver
chemicals on humans.
ages of at least 2.0, and have dem on
Man Has No Limit
strated a strong desire to com plete
their education.
Concluding with the statement that “ In
'If n o such award is granted in any the story of evolution, unlike that o f an
school year, the interest may be used individual, man does not necessarily have
to purchase appropriate books for the a progressive limit,” he advanced his
library.
hopes for a much better world for the
future, peopled with individuals who will
have a combination of our good points,
Saturday Postal Service
but none of our frailties.
For the convenience of Christmas
Dr. Muller holds several degrees, has
mailers the windows at the Durham Post taught at such widely separated uni
Office will be open all day Saturday, versities as Columbia, Moscow, Edin
Dec. 14, and Saturday, Dec. 21, from burgh, and Indiana, and is a member of
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
scientific societies al lover the world.

PRICE — S E V E N C ENTS

By Linda Chickering
U niform s, flashing swords, and the m usic of B ob Adams* orchestra
will set the m ood for Friday night at the U niversity’ s thirtieth
annual M ilitary A rts Ball. D an cing begins at 9 p.m. and lasts until
2 a.m.
N
One o f the highlights of the evening w ill be the coronation of
the M il A rts Queen and her tw o aides at interm ission. President

Union Open House [
On Dec. 7th, the Memorial Union is
holding open house from 9 in the morn
ing until 4 in the afternoon to celebrate
the Union’s official opening.
In conjunction with the open house,
the Union’s Student Activities Commit
tee, Jan Allaire, chairman, has planned
a dance for that same evening. The dance
will last from 8 until 12 and will be held
in the Strafford Room of the new build
ing. Music is to be provided by Eddie
Madden and his orchestra; refreshments
will be served.
The Union has sent invitations to all
fraternities, sororities, housing units, and
to all colleges having units belonging to
the Association of College Unions, in
New England.

University Host To
Students Invited To Highway Conference
The University is acting as host to
the fourth annual New Hampshire High
Annual Church Fair way Conference here today.

A s a boon to Christmas shoppers,
St. G eorge’s Church will hold its an
nual Christmas Fair on Dec. 7 from
10 a.m. until 5 p.m. The affair, under
the chairmanship o f Mrs. D onald E.
Plaisted, has been enthusiastically sup
ported by helpers from Canterbury
Club.
A new booth has been added to this
year’s fair — the “ Stocking Stuffers” .
This innovation features small items
for filling stockings, designed to please
“both young and o ld ” . Several o f the
booths should appeal especially to Uni
versity students — for example, the
jew elry table, the book stall (including
both new and used books) and the
gift counter.
The proceeds from this function will
go to promote the work of the Church’s
W om en ’s Auxiliary. This includes pro
viding Sunday night suppers for Can
terbury Club, aid to missionaries, and
other charitable purposes.
A luncheon will be served from 11:30
a.m. until 1:30 p.m. During the m orn
ing coffee and donuts will be sold.

Dean Eggert

Blue Circle Chooses Dean
Eggert Carnival Chairman
Blue Circle, the governing body of
the Outing Club, recently elected Dean
Eggert as the Chairman of the 1958
W inter Carnival.
Dean, a sophom ore in the College of
Agriculture, lives in Durham. In addi
tion to his membership in Blue Circle
and the R ock Climbing Group, Dean
belongs to Alpha Tau Om ega frater
nity. He was chosen vice-president o f
the class of 1960 and a Sophom ore
Sphinx. H e is also a member of the
Horticulture Club, the Christian A sso
ciation, and a charter member o f the
New Hampshire Alpine Club (not a
University organization).
Prior to entering the University,
Dean graduated from M ount H erm on
School. His activities there included
captaincy o f the soccer team, and pres
idency of their O uting Club.
Dean’s chief duty as Carnival Chair
man consists in supervising the general
planning and co-ordinating the various
committees. On him rests the respon
sibility o f keeping the weekend run
ning smoothly.

Professor Russell R. Skelton o f the
Civil Engineering department presided at
the morning session, which opened at 10
a.m. in the Memorial Union building.
The production and potentiality of
photogrammetric maps and their appli
cation and use were discussed during the
morning. Speakers were Herman J. Shea,
Civil Engineer with the James W . Sewall Co., of Old Town, Me., and Charles
Whitcomb, Location and Survey Engi
neer with the Massachusetts Department
of Public Works.
Nioholas J. Cricenti, Past President of
the New Hampshire Branch of the
American Society o f Civil Engineer will
(continued on page 8)

Johnson will crown her Majesty and the
court, and present her with flowers and
a gift.
As her first duty, her highness will
initiate the new pledges of Scabbard and
Blade in a formal tapping ceremony.
Members o* the society form an aisle
with their crossed swords. Through this
pass the new pledges. A t the foot of the
“ throne,” they kneel while the queen
taps each pledge with a saber.
Continues Tradition
Continuing a tradition which was in
novated last year, the girls o f Angel
Flight will initiate the new Arnold Air
Society cadets in a similar ceremony.
The queen and her two aides were se
lected at a tea held at Theta Chi on
Dec. 4. The finalists were chosen by a
“military board” of both army and air
force R O TC cadre officers. The girls
appeared on W M U R -T V (Manchester)
yesterday at 6 p.m.
Candidates for queenship were nomi
nated by the various housing units and
fraternities. They w ere: Isabel Chamberlain, representing Acacia; Joan Bridgeman, Phi Mu Delta; Marty Williams,
Kappa Sigma; Bev Fay, P iK A ; Holly
Paterson, Sigma Beta; Claire Bagley,
Theta Kappa P h i; Pat Day, Engelhardt;
Linda Rhodes, Theta Chi; Ginny Brown,
Alexander; Ellie Doucette, S A E ; Pat
Trumble, A T O ; Louise Serfass, Lambda
C h i; Sally Orcut, H etzel; Ann Wake
field, Fairchild; Donna Trottier, EastWest.
Orchestra
Bob Adams’ orchestra will supply the
music for the Ball. Featured as his
vocalist will be Linda Lane, the new T V
sensation. Adams has earned a favorable
reputation at colleges throughout the
East.
The theme for the Ball will, o f course,
be militaristic. New Hampshire National
Guard and R O TC colors will deck the
walls.
,
Chairman Gerry Kenneally and Don
Raich have directed the plans for the
(continued on page 5)

Group-Leader Relation
Topic Of Conference

T he leaders of the U niversity’s student organizations spent the
weekend of N ov. 23 discussing and solvin g the m ythical problem s
of a m ythical U niversity.
Dr. Jack H . Gibb, an expert in group dynam ics from the U niversi
ty of Delaw are, described the Leadership Conference as “ an im agi
native exercise” and said he wished to “ engineer a new experience”
for the 90 student delegates and the 23 m em bers of the faculty and
administration who registered
According to Dr. Gibb, the main leader
ship problem is that of taking away the
focus of responsibility from one person
and helping all members of the group to
participate. He defined a good leader as
one “ who works with a group in setting
goals and solving common problems.”
The program for the Conference con
sisted chiefly in “ role-playing” , which
means “participative action as opposed
to mere spectatorship.”
This role-playing method is based on
the principle that one does not become
a good leader simply through experience.
Besides “ doing and planning” , one must
also look back and critically evaluate one
self. Moreover, one should accept other
people’s evaluations and criticisms.
Atlantic University Created
At the very beginning of the Leader
ship Conference or “ Leadershop” , as
someone referred to it, a mythical Uni
versity called Atlantic University was
created. The delegates were assigned to
the various student organizations of this
University.
Many students were startled at the
similarity between the University o f New
Hampshire and this creation. However,
there was one difference: Atlantic Uni
versity boasted of a Central Committee
composed of students appointed by the
Dean of Students.
A proposal endorsed by the President
and the Central Committee was offered
for discussion by the different groups.
This proposal stated that it should be
compulsory for students to attend a
leadership-training course under the su
pervision of the Dean of Students before
they could run for office.
That Awful W ord!
This proposal was almost unanimously
rejected, chiefly on the grounds that in
some cases this would seriously limit the
electorate. Significantly enough, one word
seemed to recur throughout the debate
and seemed to send a common shiver
down the delegates’ spines: this word
was “autocratic” .
The most interesting o f the other ex
periments was probably that during which
a person of “high status''' and one of

“low status” were made to arrive late
at a club meeting.
The conclusion drawn from the pre
vious experiment was that “ we reject
oeople more easily than we accept them.”
The person o f “ high status” was actual
ly embarrassed by being asked for his
opinion before he was ready to give it.
Although the last session of the Con
ference called for group discussions of
actual campus problems, many students
felt that this was the most unproductive
part of the program; no important con
clusions that had been reached were
announced.
Brings Leader Together
According to Dean Sackett, who spoke
at the opening of the Conference, the
purpose of the first such Leadership Con
ference was: “ to bring together campus
leaders so that they may work together
more harmoniously, work towards com
mon objectives on campus and facilitate a
more efficient and cooperative relation
ship with University officers.”
This year’s Conference aimed at mak
ing campus leaders aware o f different
techniques o f leadership and also of alter
ing or influencing their attitude towards
(continued on page 5)

Official Notices
A ll students are respon sib le
o f n otices appearing b ere.

fo r

know le

M E R R Y C H R IST M A S (but watch
those cuts). T h e Christmas holidays
start at 6 p.m. Dec. 18 and end at 8
a.m. Jan. 3.
See Rule 10.17 on absences before
and after holidays, and fines fo r such
absences.
If you had an authorized absence
during the $5-cut period before or after
Thanksgiving, or have such an absence
before or after Christmas vacation,
please secure your authorization as
promptly as possible, thereby helping
to reduce the number o f unnecessary
bills sent out.
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Offer Scholarships
For Study Abroad
If you’re interested in studying
abroad, next year, you might consider
applying for some of the 165 scholar
ships now open for competition. The
institute o f International Education
has announced that these awards are
primarily for one year, beginning in
the fall o f 1958, and are for study in
Austria,
Brazil,
Cuba,
Denmark,
France, Germany, Iran, Israel, Italy,
the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United Kingdom.
These scholarships are financed by
foreign governments, universities, and
private organizations. M ost of them do
not cover travel expenses, but persons
applying for Austrian, Danish, French,
German,
Italian,
and Netherlands
awards may apply for a Fulbright tra
vel grant to supplement the scholar
ship. Applications for both the scholar
ships and the travel grants must be
filed by Jan. 15, 1958.
M ost of these aids are open to can
didates in languages and culture, fine
and applied arts, sciences, social sci
ences, philosophy, history, and theo
logy.
The French program includes 40 assistantships fot Americans to teach in
French secondary schools and teacher
training institutions. Many of the as
sistants can also take courses in nearby
universities.
General eligibility requirements are
United States citizenship, a ibacjielor’ s
degree b y the time of departure (ap
plicants in the field of medicine must
have an M.D. degree), knowledge of
the language of the country unless wai
ved, a good academic record and good
health. Generally, the age limit is 35

W ID E

Retirement Ceremonies For
Master Sergeant Monihan ..

650 O N THE DIAL
Schedule for Dec. 5-11

Formal retirement ceremonies for
Master Sergeant Richard J. Monihan
took place at the headquarters of the
U. S. Military District, Manchester,
N. H. recently but Sgt. Monihan didn’t
pack his uniform away in mothballs im
mediately.
A n R O T C instructor here for seven
of his more than 21 years of A rm y ser
vice, Sgt. Monihan had an important
post-retirement military duty to per
form. He returned to campus where he
was honored by the 800-man RO TC
Corps of Cadets in special parade re
view ceremonies on the University’s
Memorial Field.
A veteran of both Pacific and Euro
pean W orld W ar II campaigns, M oni
han holds the Distinguished Service
Cross, the Bronze Star Medal for hero
ism, and the Purple Heart Medal. He
and his family plan to make their home
on the W est coast.

W M D R will broadcast six days a
week (except Saturday nights) from
6:00 to 12:05 daily.
The follow ing is a list of scheduled
programs for the week of Dec. 5 to
11. All times not accounted for are
disc-jockey programs in charge of the
staff announcer on duty.
Lucky Strike News
Daily, Sunday through Friday at 7 :00
and 9:00 p.m. National and regional
coverage. 15 minute length.
Five Minute News
Daily, Sunday through Friday, at 8,
10, 11, and 12:00 p.m. Same coverage
as Lucky Strike News.
Classical Hour
Daily, Sunday through Friday, 6:00
to 7:00. A show presented by RCA
Red Seal Records featuring some of
the best in classical music.
Nightfall
University Receives Science
Daily, Sunday through Friday, 11:05
to 12:00 p.m. A show presenting quiet Grant For Summer Institute
music designed for late-in-the-evening
The University has received a grant
listening.
o f $63,900 from the National Science
World of Sports
Daily, Sunday through Friday, 7:15 Foundation to support a summer insti
tute for high school teachers of chem 
to 7 :30 p.m.
istry and physics. The institute will be
years. However, the Cuban award and under the direction o f Prof. Harold A.
certain French swards specify that can Iddles, Chairman o f the Department o f
didates must be under 30, while the Chemistry, who conducted a similar
Netherlands awards are for people un institute last summer for chemistry
teachers only.
der 28.
The eight-week session will open
For further information regarding
these scholarships students are advised June 23 and run through Aug. 15, 1958.
to see the campus Fulbright Advisor In a letter to Professor Iddles announ
or write to the Institute of Interna cing the awarding o f this grant, Harry
tional Education, 1 East 67th St., New C. Kelley, an Assistant Director o f the
Foundation, said, “ Because of the imY ork 21, N. Y.
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Portsmouth, N. H.
Fri.-Sat.

GE 6-5710

Now thru Tues.

CO-FEATURE

A N APAC H E W A R R IO R

Bombers
B-52

Sun.-Tues.

N atalie Woods

Wed.-Thurs.

Dec. 8-10

Karl Malden

Dec. 11-12

STORY OF MANKIND
Hedy Lamarr

Ronald Colman

have shared more in common within
their courses the preceptors will work
toward integration of these courses. It is
expected that discussion of the recent
Russian innovations in science will be
taken up later as part of the inspection
into science in general, its meaning, its
strength and its limitations. The possible
aspects of joining a sorority or fraterni
ty will be discussed well in advance o f
the rushing period, at least within Mr.
Richardson’s group.
This year, along with some alteration
in subject? matter, the preceptors have
been granted more freedom in schedul
ing of the topics. The main goal this year
is intellectual stimulation and develop
ment of awareness within the student,
rather than just a broader orientation, as
was felt to be the positive result last
year. One approach to this goal is by
asking, “ What constitutes a pleasurable
experience?” with the hope that the stu
dents will realize that studying can be
pleasurable as well as profitable instead
of just having to be endured. Those who
do not share this concept probably won’t
remain in college too long, thus the
worth of this goal is obvious.
Each preceptor is using the methods
which he feels are the most suitable and
effective. Mr. Richardson, for instance,
varies the topic presentation by alternat
ing between lectures, small group reports,
role playing on the part of the students,
and group discussion of the more tangi
portance of sustaining our country’s ble things, such as those demonstrated or
technical leadership, we welcom e your introduced through one of the other
efforts to help our teachers fulfill their methods.
role in preparing high quality scient
Students Give Reaction
ists and engigneers for the future.”

The Preceptoral Program is now well
into its second year with seemingly sev
eral improvements over last year. The
evaluations based on last year’s experi
ence indicate, as Mr. John Richardson of
the English Department has stated, “ W e
all learned quite a bit. For one thing, I
learned that my students of last year
weren’t getting out of the program what
I had said they would, that is, a profit
able integration between their courses. I
feel that I lost the interest of several
along the way.”
As the four preceptors conduct their
groups within a wide range of possible
individual interpretation, it is difficult to
generalize on specific changes which have
occurred. The interview for this article
was with Mr. Richardson thus, perhaps,
not all points are true for all four groups.
However, in general, the students this
year had the choice of topics to be dis
cussed at the beginning of the year, prob
lems which were already burning issues
to them. Thus far, such items as the Lit
tle Rock episode and segregation, moral
problems and dating, and how to study
for and take essay type exams have been
covered. Each of the students submitted
two or three suggestions for discussion
during the first or second session. Those
which appeared most frequently were the
topics selected.
Discuss Russian Science
Later in the year, when the students

DOVER, N EW HAMPSHIRE
Fri.-Sat.

Dec. 6-7

CHICAGO

B y L e e R ente

UPTOWN

I C

THEATRE

Dover, New Hampshire

Preceptoral Program Evaluated;
Some Improvements Are Instituted

Dec. 10

THE BROTHERS RICO
Thurs.-Fri.

Dec. 5-6

Rogers and Hart

THE SU N A LSO RISES

PAL JOEY

Starring

in color

Tyrone Power
M el

F e rre r

Ava Gardner
Erro l

Sat.

F lyn n

Dec. 7

THE BACHELOR PARTY
Don Murray

Patricia Smith

Sun.-Mon.

Dec. 8-9

BA N D OF A N G E L S

Starts Dec. 11

SORORITY GIRL
and
M O TORCYCLE G A N G

Clark Gable

Tues.-Wed.

Yvonne DeCarlo

Dec. 10-11

INTERLUDE
June Allyson

Richard Conte

Dianne Foster
PLUS

PARSON A N D THE OUTLAW

Starring

Frank Sinatra
Kim Novak
Rita -Hayworth

Dec. 6-7

Rossano Brazzi

Anthony Dexter

Marie Windsor

Su n .-T u e s.

Dec.

8 -1 0

CYCLOPS
Jam es Craig

Gloria Talbott
PLUS

Gloria Talbott

Wed.-Thurs.

Dec. 11-12

FUZZY PINK
NIGHTGOWN

REMEMBER-WINSTONCOMESIN BOTHPACKAND CRUSH-PROOFBOX!

►►

N ow thru W ed.

"

Dec. 11

BOMBERS B-52
Cinemascope

Color!
Karl M alden

N a ta lie W o o d

Com ing December 12th

ROCKABILLY BABY
also

starring

Jan e Russell

COLONIAL
Portsmouth G E 6-2605

DAUGHTER OF DR. JECKYLL
John Agar

Perhaps the most pertinent questions
asked on last year's evaluations were,
“ Would you recommend the program to
others? (56 Yes, 23 N o) and, “ If you
were reliving your freshman year, would
you sign up? (50 Yes, 29 N o)
Most students remained loyal to their
preceptors throughout the year. The past
year’s experience has helped to make the
preceptors more relaxed within the pro
gram and more understanding toward
their freshman. Some felt that perhaps
they had expected too much of the stu
dents and thus the first' part of the year
would be used in examination of the
problems they already had, rather than
introducing broad new ones.

Keenan W ynn

YOUNG AND

D A N G ER O U S

R. J . R E Y N O L D S T O B A C C O C O ..
W IN STO N -S ALEM .N .C .
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Newman Club Hears
Dr. Holden's Views
On World Affairs
A ccording to Dr. John T. Holden,
Chairman o f the Government Depart
ment, the reasons behind the United
States refusal to recognize the govern
ment o f Red China are basically the
follow ing: the Chinese “ upset our ap
ple-cart” in Korea and “ gave us a bad
mauling;” the government o f Chiang
Kai-Ghek, which was notoriously cor
rupt, was overthrown by leftist revo
lutionaries. Although the U. S. is sym
pathetic enough towards rightist and
even fascist revolutionaries, it usually
shies away from leftist ones.
Dr. Holden expressed these views as
part o f a discussion on current world
affairs, as guest speaker at the New 
man Club on Nov. 21. In speaking be
fore the group Dr. Holden was uphold
ing what can be called a tradition —
during the past 12 years he has visit
ed the club at regular three year inter
vals and so may reasonably expect to
return in 1960.
,
Covered Three Problems
His talk on “ current w orld affairs”
actually covered three problem s: why
Red China should be admitted to the
U N ; why the United States should
support Pakistan in its bid for Kash
mir; and why the Syrian-Turkish af
fair blew over so quickly in the UN.
Dr. Holden objected to the reasons
for the U. S. refusal to recognize Red
China on the grounds that Germany
also gave us a bad mauling and was
subsequently forgiven.. M oreover, onehalf o f the w orld’s population, includ
ing the English, our closest allies, now
recognize the Communist government
o f China.
In his discussion of the Kashmir is
sue, Dr. Holden emphasized these
points: Pakistan is a W estern ally
whereas India is presently turtle-dov-

National Military Fraternity
Recently Elects New Men
Scabbard and Blade, the national
military fraternity, recently elected the
follow ing new members: Ray D onnel
ly, Frank McGrail, Bob Sylvia, Carter
Furber, Harry Kageliery, Harry Drabik, T om Fairchild, Stanley King, Rod
Storey, Donald L ’ Esperanee, John
Ramsey, Gerry Arseneault, Jerry Cul
ver, Jerry Sullivan, and Kent Locke.
Also elected were Larry Kane, John
McGillen, Ed Chartrand, Les Jones,
Frank Jennings, John Delude, Dana
Lee, Terry Parmenter, Jack Kelly,
Cracker Miller, Bill McGee, Buster
Clegg, Dick Nugent, Carl Hildebrand,
Ted Chase, Bob Trouville, Pete Ste
wart, Roger Smith, W ally Pratt, and
Frank Watt.
irig with the. Soviets; Kashmir in the
hg.nds of the Indians would be an im
portant gap in the W estern arc of
defense which includes N A T O , Bagh
dad Pact, and S E A T O countries; and
finally, the people of Kashmir are about
75% Muslin and any plebiscite would
undoubtedly favor the Muslim state
of Pakistan.
Dr. Holden closed his brief lecture
with a few remarks on the recent Sy
rian-Turkish crisis. He asserted that
the U N dropped this problem like a
hot potato bcause the Big T w o became
involved.

The Prompt Box

Recent Meeting
Has Full Agenda

PAG E T H R E E

Canterbury Hears Speakers
O n POW s, Religious Art
On Nov. 17 Capt. Clark Smith ad
dressed Canterbury Club members at
a regular meeting. A lon g with his talk
he played the tape prepared by the
army psychologist’s interviews of men
released
from
Chinese-run
POW
camps. The tape provided the incentive
to much discussion.
Prof. John Hatch spoke on N ov 24,
his topic being modern religious art.
In collaboration with his talk he show
ed many slides illustrating the history
of religious art.
This weekend members o f Canter
bury will be attending the Student
Christian M ovement Quadrennial Con
ference in Cambridge. Mass.
Every Sunday night at Evening
Prayer the student members are taking
turns at reading the Evening Lesson
and leading the Pslam. Russell Eckloff
provides organ music for the services.
Announcement of the course in the
Doctrine of the Anglican Church will
be made soon.

There was an open Mask and Dagger
meeting last night at 7 :00 p.m. to make
the final plans for the Christmas Concert,
to organize a play reading committee in
conjunction with the late spring show,
and to hear the report of the two Mask
and Dagger representatives, Judy Potter
and Nick Nichols, to the Leadership Con
ference.
Members or prospective members of
Mask and Dagger who worked on the
Dance Drama production o f the Blue and
White Series along with members of The
Arts 35 class included Frank Wells, stage
manager; Nick Nichols and Ronnie
Brown, lights; Margo La Perle and Bill
Houle, sound; and Ray Mercier, Lee
Rente, Loren Morrill, and Dick Lavigne.
The Marriage Proposals by Anton
Chekov and The Old Lady Shows Her
Medals by Sir James Barrie will fill out
the Workshop Plays program along with
Down in the Valley by Weill.
I Hear Music . . . live jazz over
Leon Stevens, former Mask and Dag W M D R with the Marie Peters Quartet.
ger member who player in the Broad
way production of Inherit the Wind, per
formed his first major television role as
the doctor in Huckleberry Finn on the
United States Steel Hour this past month.

D E C E M B E R
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ordered by C.A.A. for airways sur
veillance installations at major air
ports
one of m any interesting
Raytheon projects. Raytheon also
has prime missile contracts for Army
Hawk, Navy Sparrow III.

*

It can be gay, fe s tiv e and
e n lig h te n in g . The Sloan House
YMCA helps you do it w ith special
holiday program s.
C lean, c o m fo rtab le and inexpensive
a c c o m m o d a tio n s -$ 2 .1 0 single, $ 2 .7 0
double. Year round ideal residence
and program c e n te r fo r young men
and groups of all sizes.

Interested students now have avail
able a reading room containing the
latest publications o f business and in
dustry.
Bound books, loose leaf folders, b ro
chures,
and
company
information
sheets are displayed in the reading
room on the first floor o f the Alumni
House. This material is available to
all students and should be o f special
interest to seniors.

officer for camnus interview on
NEW F L I G H T - T R A C K E R R A D A R ,
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W rite Residence Director for Folder No. 21
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LOOK FORWARD
a s'uat ’ WITH YOU/

WM. SLOANE HOUSE YMCA
356 West 34th St., New York, OX 5-5133
(One block from Penn Station)

December 17

—
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R a d a r G uided M issiles
C oun
term easures
Com m unications
M icrow ave Tubes— Sem iconduc
to rs— Electron T u b e s

—

...

It's easy to select the field you want at
Raytheon. W e 'd like to meet you and
tell you more about it.

e n d

Excellence in Electronics

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO.
W altham 54/ Massachusetts

' B y a p p o in tm e n t p u r v e y o r s of s o a p to th e late K in g G e o rg e V I, Y a r d le y & Co. L td

L ondoi

THIS AFTER SHAVE LOTION
CONDITIONS YOUR FACE, TOO

AW UW W VW W X
Invigorates and softens the skin; soothes razor bum
after any shave, electric or lather . . . $1.10, plus tax

COMING DECEMBER 13
Hughes announces campus interviews
fo r Electrical Engineers
and Physicists receiving B.S.,
M.S., or Ph.D. degrees.
Consult your placement office now
fo r an appointment.

RESEARCH.

DEVELOPMENT

AND

Chi

Reading Room Available

Important new projects . . .
excellent opportunities for
advancement. . . suburban liv
ing and working in beautiful
New England, Tennessee or
California. Enjoy these and
many other advantages at
Raytheon, one of the largest
and fastest growing electronics
companies. M ake arrange
ments with your placement

Ymia Holiday
la New YooSt
m

Engaged: Jan Taylor, Alpha
Omega, to Bruce Dining, Acacia.

Let’s talk about
y o u r future
w ith Raytheon

Re&M tj. E n it t y

m

Pinned: Lisa Backstrom, Sawyer, to
Dick Kenyon, Theta Chi; Sue Cooper,
Theta Upsilon, to Fred Naedele, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon, University o f Mass.;
Anne Heath, Theta Upsilon, to John
Page, Phi Mu Delta; Edna Hopkins,
Theta Upsilon, *to W alt Melch, Phi Mu
Delta; Gerry Peabody, M cLitosh Col
lege, to Dick Frye, Acacia; Nancy D o
ran, W estbrook Jr., to Roger Croteau,
Phi Delta Upsilon.

ENGINEERS...

tw u w m w w w

p

Going, Going, Gone

M AN U F A CTU R IN G

Hughes A ir cra ft Company • Culver City, Los Angeles,
E l Segundo and Fullerton, California
and Tucson, A rizon a

YARDLEY OF LONDON,

in c .

Y a r d le y p ro d u c t s fo r A m e r ic a a re c re a te d in E n g la n d a n d fin ish e d in th e U .S .A . fro m th e
o rig in a l E n g lis h fo rm u la e , c o m b in in g im p o rte d a n d d o m e s tic in g r e d ie n t s. 6 2 0 F ifth A ve., N .Y .C .
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®f)e JTeto J)ampsfjtre
P ublished w eekly on Thursday throughout the sch ool year b y the students o f the University o f New
Ham pshire. Entered as second-class matter at the post office at Durham, New Ham pshire, under the act
o f M arch 8, 1879. A ccep ted for m ailing at special rate o f postage provided for in section 1103, act
o f O ctob er 8, 1917. Authorised Septem ber 1, 1918.
A ddress all com m unications to T he New Ham pshire, Ballard H all, Durham, New Ham pshire. ^Offices
are open for the a ccep tance o f news stories from 7 to 10 p.m . on the Sunday preced ing pu blica tion.
T elep h on e Durham 425. F or em ergencies c a ll David Sm ith, 447, Lam bda Chi A lpha.

New Deadly Disease
A new deadly disease has the Am erican people in its grip and no
miracle drug is in sight to stop its frightful toll of human lives.
H eedless horsepow er is the chronic disease of the A g e of the A u to
mobile. Its sym ptom s are many and various. T he heavy foot on the
accelerator; the eye fixed on the clim bing speedom eter; the hand
on the h orn ; the mind idling while the car is in high.
In its 23rd annual highw ay safety publication, “ H eedless H orse
pow er,” T h e Travelers Insurance Companies o f H artford, Conn.,
point to the fact that 40,000 Am ericans were killed and 2,368,000
injured in 1956 on U. S. highways. T h at’s an increase of six per
cent in fatalities and nearly ten per cent in injuries over 1955’s toll.
“ T h e disease of heedless horsepow er is highly contagious,” the
booklet states. It can be spread b y an irresponsible w ord, an inflated
claim, a careless example. A n d everyone w ho is in a position to in
fluence drivers should learn that horsepow er, in the hands of the
heedless, is the fundamental cause of our ever-m ounting toll of
disaster.
In recent years, engineers have made many attempts to feature
safety equipment in the new cars. P robably many lives have been
spared by safety glass, seat belts, padded instrum ent panels, allsteel bodies, etc. But these safety devices can be nullified by any
com bination of speed plus carelessness, thoughtlessness or lack of
judgm ent b y the driver behind the wheel.
H ow ever, it is the driver, not the manufacturer, the advertiser
or the salesman w ho must bear the greatest w eight of blame. F or
it is the driver w ho can control the horsepow er and use it safely
for his greater ease and convenience. It is the driver w ho is lec
tured to, legislated at, prayed for, preached to . . . in every medium
of public expressions known to man. A nd it is the driver w ho nods
sagely, promises readily, and forgets everything but his sense of
overw helm ing pow er when he steps on the gas.
Casualty lists on U. S. highways have mounted steadily until in
1956 all records of heedless haste and needless waste were shame
fully broken. T he facts of human suffering and death speak for
themselves.
Hum an error is b y far the biggest single cause of accidents. F ig
ures com piled by T he Travelers show that in 96.4 per cent of the
fatal crashes last year, the autom obile was in apparently g ood con 
dition. Clear, dry weather prevailed in more than 85 per cent o f
these instances!
If this year’s record is equal to that of 1956, one in 70 Am ericans
will be a statistic . . . a pain wracked survivor, or a name in the
obituary column.

‘NH’ Needs Reporters
‘The New Hampshire’ needs reporters.
W e have excellent opportunities for students interested in
•joining an organization that will give them a basis for future
careers — not in Journalism alone!
‘The New Hampshire’ needs reporters.
W e have spacious offices in the new M em orial Union build
in g ; pleasant surroundings and modern equipment.
‘The New Hampshire’ needs reporters.
D o you like to meet people, g o places? A s a reporter on The
New Hampshire, you will com e into contact with many or
ganizations and many different individuals. Present plans call
for closer cooperation between The New Hampshire and other
papers in the State.
‘The New Hampshire’ needs reporters.

At The 'Franklin' This Week
By RON L A W T O N
Sunday and Monday
Band of Angels
A very good two-hour flick in color,
arring Yvonne DeCarlo, Clark Gable,
id Sidney Poiter. It deals with the
-oblems of race and color just before
id during the Civil War. The flick is
ised on the novel by Robert Penn W ar:n. There is a good romantic tempo
aintained throughout with a war backround. I’ve seen it and figure it’s worth
I.

Thursday
Noah’s Ark
Did you ever see the famous painting
by Tissot of Noah’s Ark? Let’s get with
it kids. (I ’m biased; he’s French). He
was going to make one life-size of the
boat, but there wasn’t much call for large
paintings in those days. It was 500 feet
long. Nothing stops the French; Another
note of interest for red-blooded college
kids everywhere: there were 6,000 wigs
and 3,000 beards in this flic, and 30 ver
sions of the Bible were investigated to
produce the yarn. Wigs of gold, silk
wigs, cotton wigs, hempen wigs, and
piggy-wigs. If you miss this flic you’re
crazy. To describe the plot I’d better
take warning from one who knows that
there will be a line outside the theatre
and possibly a little line inside the theatre,
if you know what I mean. Seriously, this
is an oldie and by that I mean 20 years
or so, but well worth seeing. 3.0.

A Unique Creation

The New American God
By D A V E P A T C H
A new god has been created. U pon his existence
depends the survival of Am erican civilization.
W ith this g o d ’s extinction w ill com e the demise
of all Am erica. The god is obviously, to any one
in tune with current affairs, the A m erican E ngi
neer.
W ith the birth of the Russian Earth Satellite,
there has been created in A m erica, a great or
ganized m ove to produce in a fantastic quantity,
these all-powerful gods. A ll phases of Am erican
life, from patriotic parents to worried politicians,
have thrown their resources into this effort. In 
dustry is pouring the alm ighty dollar into tech
n ology schools in all parts of the nation. Certain
elements of the Am erican educational system
have even proposed new three year curriculums
for the techn ology student, in order to more quick
ly meet the grow in g need of Am erican science.
There is no doubt, that there exists today, a
frightening shortage of the science student. H o w 
ever, in our desire to eliminate this shortage, we
must not forget another problem , concerning the

techn ology student, namely the proverbial lack
of liberal education an engineering student ac
quires in his four years of college.
A t this U niversity, for instance, an electrical
engineer is given the opportunity to take only
one so-called “ non-technical elective” in four years,
besides the required English 1-2 and E con om ics
1-2. Such a student should not be condem ned for
this, since he must be considered the product of
the curriculum under- which he studies. H e can
not be blamed for not crossing the ravine, when
he is required to spend 18 and 19 credits a se
mester on the other side. This is a problem that
has been cause for great concern for many years.
Certain tentative solutions have been offered such
as the five-year techn ology program s offered at
some universities. But this problem still exists
and must not be forgotten in the sudden loss of
A m erican scientific prestige. W e must not, in
order to regain this prestige, create a race of un
thinking all-powerful gods. T he ravine must be
crossed, but not in a mass exodus from liberal
education.

For Whom The Ball Bounces

A Truly Hair-raising Experience
By RON L A W T O N
D o you have enough cortin in your
blood? Do you awaken feeling as strong
as an ox and raring to go, or do you
feel more like a lazy alligator with a
mouthful of peanut butter ? Alligators and
oxen have nothing to do with the sub
ject but cortin does. It’s what makes
men, men, and not enough of it makes
women, women. Sometimes women ‘have
enough of it to be masculine, and some
times men have so little of it that they
are effeminate. Now the point is this: for
those, who have bushels of cortin in their
bloodstreams, I wish to propose a beargrowing contest. Anyone could enter,
male or female, and the winning beard
could be selected (with the proper fes
tivities) after the Christmas vacation at
our “ New Notch.”
If you look around you on campus,
you will notice that the student body is
growing its winter hair, and trying to be

noticed and admired in the process. Why
not encourage this little spark of school
spirit? Make a campus-wide project that
all may smile on and take interest in. If
we find that we are especially endowed
with cortin (good chemical for growing
deep voices, muscles, and hair) we might
challenge Princeton or Maine to test their
bearded prowess against us. This is no
laughing matter. W e as future leaders of
the nation may get a chance to set new

styles in fashionable appearances, or in
stigate a new national sport. In fact, it
has been rumored that Russia already has
this idea and is offering scholarships to
men and women with the most cortin in
their blood. W e have to start now if we
are going to show the world that shape,
color, length, or creed make no difference
here in America.
Students! W e have been endowed with
great intelligence, for which we may be
thankful, but along with this gift is the
responsibility to lead the rest of the
world. W e may have lost with Sputnick,
and the Soil Bank Plan, but we have the
happy chance now to forge ahead in a
new realm o f conquests. I’ve started to
do my humble part. My beard is six days
old, and doing fine. How about yours?
Don’t be afraid to step out boldly for
what is best. Remember they laughed at
Benjamin Franklin, too.
Out of the thousands of marching
soldiers who will be the few in step. It
doesn’t matter whether you are richer
or poorer, better or worse, or in sickness
or in health, get out and vote or whatever
you have to do.
I’ve been making fun of a lot of im
portant aspects of life, but seriously, I ’m
only trying to get your atention for a
mement and direct it to the absence of
unity in colleges, in clubs, in all sorts of
organizations, even the' family institu
tions. The United States, as a family, is

now a poor one. All the members are
pointing and blaming; co-operation and
love are things now smothered by
thoughts o f worldy gains, mixed with
panic in the shadow of a growing enemy
nation. It’s clear that the spirit that once
made this nation the guiding light of
free people everywhere, has to be re
woven into the rapidly growing U. S.
population. And we, as shapers of the
nation, are the medium through which
his spirit o f unity can be administered to
the rest. A war would surely force us
into a closely knit nation again, and all
our separate problems would culminate
and be forced into one great one, namely,
to preserve the nation. But without a
war, the job is ours. For the good of
our future families and for ourselves, we
should incorporate the problem o f gain
ing unity of spirit (like the stuff that
makes students get behind their football
team and show their spirit even when
the team’s losing )as a part of our edu
cation at college and part of our lives
afterward.
At this point, I realize that this sounds
like a boring spiel on Nationalism but
just for the sake of those for whom the
ball bounces, I say this: Someday, if we
find ourselves in a
mad scramble for
safety and we look
to our leaders for
protection and direction and we find that
they couldn’t care less . . . it could be
a mighty hair-raising experience.

From This Corner

Where Is Our Intellectual Curiosity
By D O N N A CH U RCH
W h at does the student body of U N H have to
be proud o f? A beautiful cam pus? Social life?
Faculty? Y es, we have all of these com bined into
a com fortable atmosphere of learning. But the
main segment of praiseworthy attributes seems to
be sadly neglected — that which developes our
intellectual curiosity!
Y o u are probably saying to yourself, “ Here we
g o again on the old song and dance routine about
gaining all we can from college.” W e ll are you ?
Some people seem to think that attending classes
and doing enough studying to pass exams is d o
ing enough to have academic know ledge and a
diploma. Perhaps they are rig h t; but if a person
is truly interested in broadening his scope of
learning, as students in college should be, then
w hy aren’t special lectures, art exhibits, con v o
cations, concerts, professional recitals and other

extra-educational program s taken advantage of
more readily? If the main objective of college is
higher education it seems feasible that all parts
of education, which include those things mentioned
above, should be given consideration. The people
offering these concerts, lectures, etc., are superior
in their fields and do have som ething of value
to offer.
Y et, in spite of the fact that this cultural side
of college is important in determ ining and develop
ing interest and form ing an individual a satisfy
ing way of life, h ow well are these functions at
tended? The answer is quite embarrassing for
a campus of this size. W h y is it that our students
rationalize about givin g up tw o hours a week to
attend these affairs? D o they really have that
much to d o ? These questions can be answered
only by us.

Letters To The Editor

Granite’ Replies To Reny Query

Tuesday and Wednesday
Reply From The G ran ite "
Interlude
T
O
T H E E D IT O R :
H ow ’s your mental health these days?
0 you want to talk about it ? June
Robert Reny fails 'to consider several
llyson and Rossano Brazzi star with
important factors in his sweeping con
tarianne Cook and Francoise Rosay in
demnation of the Granite’s three-dollar
lis cinemascope color production. The
sitting fee. ( Letters, November 14) The
jr-line in this flick is “ women will weep,”
New Hampshire’s headlining (a la Union
scause the problems of mental health are
Leader) of Reny’s letter makes it im
rought so close to home. Speaking of
perative that these factors be examined,
Friday and Saturday
Dmes, the one in which a lot of this
lest the campus begin seething with in
Tammy
And
The
Bachelor
ick takes place is quite astounding. I
dignation at this seeming injustice.
This
one
speaks
for
itself.
It’s
been
ive a mental block about Rossano BrazThe Granite’s “huge” budget (it is
tops
in
the
country
and
still
high
even
, but June Allyson does the best job
ASO approved and no larger than esti
now.
Debbie
Reynolds
and
Leslie
Niel
1 captivity. If you like a sad story, this
mated production costs dictate) provides
son do a real fine job
oe’s tops. 3.3.
for three main sources of income. First,
and naturally largest, js the student ac
tivity tax. Advertising, organization
Editorial Board
pages, and photography commissions
make up most of the balance.
David L. Smith ’58, Editor-in-chief.
If the senior sitting fee were abolished,
S tep h en F in e ’ 60, A ssociate E d ito r; Irma A u g er ’ 58, M anaging E d ito r ; G eorgia W inn ’ 58, S enior News
E d ito r; Diana F enn ’ 58, Features E d it o r ;-S c o t t B la k ey ’ 59, Linda C hickering ’ 59, Rae M arie C ota ’ 59, the Granite would be forced to seek
and P en n y W eb b ’ 59, News E d ito rs ; A lb e rt N e tte l ’ 58, Sports E ditor.
some new sources of income to replace
that lost in photography commissions.
Business Board
Since the book is primarily for the seni
ors (the Granite must have a cut made
Richard W . Eliott ’58, Business Manager.
Paul Adam s ’ 58, Circulation M anager; Carol M a cK en zie ’ 59, Advertising M anager; N ancy C o r ey ’ 58, for each senior photographed), it seems
and Justine D uryea *58, Secretaries.
unfair to place the financial burden on the
underclassmen through a higher student
Staff
activity tax.
S T A F F W R I T E R S : Nancy W ebster ’ 60, Lee R ente ’ 60, Alm a W right ’ 60.
Furthermore, nearly all of the one
S T A F F P H O T O G R A P H E R : Thom as Purdy ’ 60.
R E P O R T E R S : H erbert Clark ’ 60, L ois H yde ’60, J oy Aspinw all ’ 61, Ann Barbeau ’ 59, D eborah Bates ’ 61, hundred odd seniors who did not have
M ary H uffer ’ 6 1 ; A n d y Jackson ’ 6 1 ; Beverly Ann Sim s ’ 61, Carole Soffronas ’ 61, Nancy W ales ’ 61,
their pictures taken under the present
P aul B ou tilier ’61, Pete R obinson ’ 60.
(continued on page 5)
A D V IS O R Y B O A R D : L . Franklin H eald , L eo R e d fe m .

On "Picnic" Criticism

Durham Blood Drive

TO T H E E D IT O R :

TO T H E E D IT O R :

I do not pose as a drama critic nor
do I have any personal interests in Mask
and D agger; however I feel that the
commentary on Picnic by Diana Fenn
needs comment.
Mask and Dagger, though it strives for
perfection, in no way advertises as a
Broadway production and should not be
criticized as such. In my opinion there
is no excuse for cruelty in criticizing
amateur performances. Students partici
pate in plays for enjoyment which is
killed quickly with criticism of this sort.
It is also probable that the female lead
was played exactly as the director wished.
Extreme sensuality as portrayed on the
Broadway stage in Picnic would be in
poor taste in any college production.
I personally enjoyed the production in
its entirety and hope Mask and Dagger
continues to produce this type of per
formance. I also look forward to again
seeing the female lead on stage, and
somehow hope that she has the courage
to realize that totally negative people and
their writings are not worthy of more
than cursory treatment.

Impressions of the Durham Red Cross
Blood Bank

T IM CRAIG

After much debating with myself I
decided to once again give the blood
bank a try. Upon arriving I took my
place in line behind a woman who was
to all appearances another donor.
W hen we reached the outer part of the
“ inner” room she stepped aside and
gave way to me. Not a donor at all
she merely had been trailing her son
(I presume) as far as she could to give
him moral support.
Once inside the next door I picked
up my record from a competent woman
and then headed for the next room to
have my temperature taken. The boy
already referred to had also reached
this stage of the operation, but readily
pointed out that I could go ahead o f
him. ( I ’m still wondering why.)
Having to wait for some time I had
a front seat view of the temperature
taking procedure. An obviously harass
ed individual was trying to do her best
to get temperatures recorded, weigh
in each candidate, and take pulse. As
usual, some of the men student*? (or
should I say boys) were in good hu(continued on page 5)
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Granite Replies . . .
(continued from 'page 4)
no fee. The additional seniors would,
in turn, necessitate our including extra
pages in the Granite. Printing, binding,
and engraving expense alone amounted
to approximately $14,000 for the 1957
book.
I suspect that Mr. Reny — although
he does not say so directly — feels that
the three dollar sitting fee is being set
aside toward the often talked about (and
much exaggerated) Granite staff salaries.
Since each Granite is run independently
of those that precede! and follow it, the
balance left at the end of a given year
is distributed under the supervision of
A SO and in accordance with the Granite's
constitution. Thus, salaries are not pro
vided for in our budget; they are paid
only when we show a profit. The maxi
mum amount that can be distributed to
the fourteen staff members is $2000, no
mater how great a profit is shown.
Recently we have been fortunate enough
to operate well in the black; only a few
years ago we had disastrous difficulties
with a photographer who finally went
bankrupt. That the Granite will make a
$2000 profit (or any profit) is by no
means a foregone conclusion.
I am well aware that there are stu
dents who object to staff salaries on
“ moral” grounds and it is not my in
tention here to attempt a lengthy justifi-

system would probably do so were there
cation for these salaries. Suffice to say
that I consider them a just reward for
cautious and intelligent operation, coupled
with “payment” , if you will, for plain
hard work.
JOHN PAGE
Editor, 1958 Granite
Ed. Note — Although we are not pre
pared to hear comment on Mr. Page’s
reply to Mr. Reny’s letter, we would
like to remind Mr. Page that many
publications in the country follow the
procedure of headlining what they seem
most important — even in the Letters
To The Editor column. W e would also
appreciate Mr. Page’s pointing out to
us Mr. Loeb’s use of this technique
the next time it appears in the “ Union
Leader”. W e were not at all aware
that he followed the practice. A t any
rate, one must admit it is effective.

Conference Hoop News
Despite muted notes of optisism from
several spots around the Yankee Con
ference, basketball observers temper
all talk of upsets with the stern warn
ing that the Connecticut University
Huskies are back in business with per
haps its best balanced squad in history.
Hugh Greer, the Huskies coach,
whose team has won the league title
nine out o f ten years, is the team to
beat.

with
OnCampus Mac§hulman
(B y the A u th o r o f “ R a lly R o u n d the F la g, B o y s ! "a n d ,
“ B a re fo o t B o y w ith C h e e k .")

DECK THE HALLS
The days grow short, the nights grow long, the north wind
doth blow, and a light frost appears on the knees of coeds.
Christmas is icumen in, and once more our keen young
minds turn to the vexing problem of Christmas gifts.
Let us examine first the most vexing of all gift problems:
What do you buy for the person who has everything? Well
sir, when you encounter this dilemma, the best thing to
do is seize it by the horns. Ask yourself this question: Does
he truly have everything? Does he, for example, have a
birthmark? A Mach number? A lacrosse net? An I-beam?
An S-hook? A U-bolt? A T-square? A Primus stove?
(There is, incidentally, quite an interesting little story

about how Primus came to invent the stove. Before Primus’s
invention, cooking was rather a hazardous occupation.
People just built fires any old place—the floor, the closet,
the escritoire—and often as not the whole house would go
up in flames along with the dinner. _ Primus, a goose
plucker of Frankfurt-am-Main, kept thinking there must
be a more efficient way to cook. Finally, in a flash of in
spiration, it came to him : W hy not build a device to contain
the fire and keep it from spreading?

From The Aggy School

UNH Needs A New Morgan Stallion
By JOY A S P IN W A L L
“ Th e U niversity is very liberal in supplying
m oney for expendable items,” stated P rofessor
L orin g V . Tirrell, head of the A nim al H usbandry
Departm ent speaking on the necessity for the
U niversity to cut out some expenditures in order
to obtain a badly needed M organ Stallion.
Throu gh the know ledge and skill of experienced
men in our A griculture School the U niversity has
developed a top-quality strain of M organ horses.
Up to this point they have represented U N H suc
cessfully not only b y w inning first-place ribbons
at horse show s but through the over-all innate
quality of the fillies and colts born here.
T he horses in our barns are not there m erely
for riding and show p u rp oses; they are there as
a definite factor to aid in the advancem ent of a
finer type M organ horse. Throu gh experiments in
selective breeding we have the opportunity to d e 
velop a finer animal and we are making use of
the opportunities available.
H ow ever, according to Professor Tirrell, “ The
U niversity’s present stallion is a g o o d horse but
in order to maintain and im prove the quality of
our stock we need a superior stallion ; ‘ M elysses’
is getting to the point where we can’t rely on him .”
A new stallion is definitely needed. “ W e should
replace him very soon ,” continued Mr. Tirrell,
“ H e cannot go on forever.”
H ere at the U niversity we have a concentrated

breeding program and consequently one or tw o
excellent stallions with several g ood mares are
necessary to im prove the strain. It is the hope of
every breeder to use superior stallions because the
male horse is responsible for one-half the entire
results o f any year’s w ork whereas the individual
mare produces only one offspring a season. “ W e
are insistent that the quality of a M organ will con 
tinue to im prove,” Prof. Tirrell said, “ therefore we
are lookin g forward to gettin g a new stallion. . .”
If we d on ’t obtain our ow n new stallion the day
may soon arrive when we shall be forced to pay
for our mares to be bred to som eone elses stallion
and this will involve more expense. On the other
hand, with a superior stallion we could be collect
ing m oney for his use by outside sources.
Because of past interest and constant effort the
M organ breed has strengthened physically and in
popularity throughout the country. Men here on
campus including P rofessor Tirrell have greatly
aided this developm ent through research and ex
perimentation. M ust all these years of w ork be
wasted and lost through lack of interest in a new
stallion? Th e breeding program here has always
been excellent because of the huge amount of w ork
that goes into it, but we are singing the praises
of those w ho in the past set these standards. W h at
is our contribution to the continuation of this p ro
gram to be? W e need a new stallion.

P.S. This article is intended to provoke Mil Arts . . .
a chuckle, and 'not to hurt the feelings
(continued from page 1)
of anyone.
(continued from page 4)
darvce. Committee heads working under
N
A
M
E
W
IT
H
H
E
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D
mor. This aforementioned lady could
them are: Charles Sandquist and Doug
not see the figures on the scales so she Ed. Note — This is an excellent place McKenzie, co-chairmen of tickets; Jack
was trusting that each and every one to remind all prospective letter writers McDowell and Bob Yetman, publicity;
would tell her their exact weight so that we must know your identity. If Bill Nelson and Bob Culton, Queens
that she could record it correctly ( ? )
r
you wish your name withheld that’s Committee.
W hen a girl would mount the scales fine, but we cannot print unsigned let
The Mil-Arts Ball is sponsored jointly
a fellow would cry out 185. The em- ters.
by the Scabbard and Blade and Arnold
barassed girl would reply— oh no, only
Air Society.
140. Our friend, I dare not call her
Tickets
Group-Leader
.
.
.
nurse, would then urge her to tell her
Tickets may be purchased at The
the truth. This went on and on. In the
Bookstore, Wildcat, and from any Scab
(continued from page 1)
meantime, thermometers were being leadership. Certain techniques like circu bard and Blade or Arnold Air Society
dipped in and out of alcohol solutions lar seating, use of name tags, and the member.
and after her remark that all this made organizing of “coffee breaks” , were men
All students are invited to attend and
her nervous I was intent in watching tioned. The “ building of a share-problem are requested to wear formal dress. Uni
•that the thermometer being prepared relationship with other people” instead of forms may be worn by members of
for me wasn’t one that had not been “ steering their lives” was emphasized as ROTC. It is hoped that a large turnout
will justify its continued existence as
sufficiently sterilized during this hectic the corner-stone of effective leadership.
one of the few formals still functioning
'period. (I much prefer one that had
AN N E BARBEAU
been sterilized and then resterilized in
as a formal.
the confusion.) M y temperature was
not normal but that was understand
Dear Student,
able. That did not seem to bother her
and when I stepped on the scales she
Are you looking for an unusual Christmas gift? One that will be
looked and said— what do they say?
remembered week after week? Just clip out the form below and
I replied—'135 is O K . (I could have
mail it with $3 to the Circulation M anager, THE N E W HAMPSHIRE,
said 150 or 125; after all, what’s the
difference?)
Memorial Union Building, Durham.
After passing all this with flying c o 
lors I wras ready to answer many per
tinent questions and to have my blood
Please send a subscription for THE N E W HAMPSHIRE to:
pressure taken by another nurse. One
of these ladies either had on the w rong
glasses— or she was just too tired to
make the effort of asking the questions;
solution— hand the card to a candidate
Enclosed is $3 in check or money order. This subscription will
and have him tell her whether or not
run for one year from the first issue after Christmas.
everything was in order as far as he
was concerned. May I add at this point
tSJ?'
that he could possibly have recovered
from an attack o f the flu recently but
i
ROBERT P. ALIE
not mention the fact because he had
not been specifically asked. After all,
I
Doctor of Optometry
it wasn’t her job to know about such
SA M E DAY CLEANERS
things, was it?
450 Central Ave.
Hours 9-5
i
I finally entered the inner chambers
Dover, N. H.
and by
IN BY 10 A.M. - OUT BY 5 P.M.
and was greeted and checked by a very
Over New berry's
Appointment
pleasant and efficient M.D. I was next
Closed W ed.
Tel. 2062
2-Day Laundry Service
called behind “ the curtains” and told to
get on an empty bed. The nurse was
Eyes Examined
so impersonal and apparently uncon
M O N D A Y THROUGH THURSDAY
I
Prescriptions Filled
cerned with my presence that for the
*
first time during this whole business
Prompt Service on Repairs
my feelings were hurt. She was very
%
55 43 M A IN STREET
of all Types
D U R H A M , N. H.
busy telling a student helper what to
do to be helpful. The girl seemingly
could distinguish between blood and
water, but she was far afield so far as
any of the other procedures concerning
the drawing of blood were concerned.
I must add that among other things
the nurse did cast a glance in my direc
tion every once in a while to see if I
were still alive. O n the other hand,
some of the nurses were very concern
ed and considerate about the com fort
or discom fort of the donors.
The ordeal is over, thank goodness,
and I am ready for canteen. Here I
encounter some really helpful students
Fabulous 45 RPM record offer.
who make sure that I have all the food
and drink I want. Another kind soul
is seated there looking as if she hopes
All the latest hit recordings including POPULAR, ROCK-N-ROLL,
she w on’t have anything else to do but
CO UN TRY & W EST ERN , RYTHM & BLUES, etc., can be yours now
sit. A student takes his place beside
me. H e is striving to be a gallon donor
during our new membership drive at a fraction of their regular
having already given six pints. The
retail price. During this membership drive the H O LLY W O O D RECORD
“ sitter” and he start to talk and both

Blood Drive . . .

CO-ED

|

(Well sir, he built precisely such a device and named it
after his beloved wife Stove. Primus’s first Stove, it must
be confessed, was less than a triumph; his mistake was in
building it out of paper. The next Stove, built of wood,
fared hardly better. N ot until he made one out of metal
could the Stove really be called a success.
(But even then the Stove was not entirely satisfactory.
The trouble was that the Stove filled up with ashes and
became useless after a few weeks. It remained for Primus’s
son Frederick to conquer that problem. He invented a
mechanism to remove ashes from the bottom of the Stove
and was thenceforth known to posterity as Frederick the
Grate.)
But I digress. We were discussing Christmas gifts. This
year, as every year, a popular gift is the smoking jacket.
And what do the smoking jackets smoke? W hy, Marlboro,
of course—every man jacket of them. And why wouldn’t
they smoke Marlboros? W hy wouldn’t anybody with a
taste bud in his head? You get such a lot to like in a Marl
boro—filter . . . flavor. . . flip-top box.
Here is no filter to hollow the cheeks and bug the eye
balls; here is a filter that draws nice and easy. Here is no
flavor to pale and pall; here is a flavor ever fresh, ever
zestful. Here is no flimsy pack to crumble and shred its
precious cargo; here is a sturdy box that keeps each ciga
rette plump and pristine.
Speaking of. smoking, the year’s most unusual gift item
is a brand-new cigarette lighter that never needs refilling.
You are scoffing. You are saying you have heard such claims
before. But it’s true, I promise you. This new lighter
never, never needs refilling! The fuel supply lasts forever.
Of course, there are certain disadvantages. For one
thing, the lighter is rather bulky— 170 feet long and three
stories high.
But look on the bright side: As the fuel runs out, you
can rent rooms in it.
© 1957 , Maxshuiman
Good to give, good to receive, at Christmas or any other time

is a carton of filter-tip Marlboros, whose makers take pleasure
in bringing you this column throughout the school year.

|

LAUNDERMAT

YOUNG MEN-WOMEN
STUDENTS-TEEN AGERS

seem to be having difficulty trying to
ascertain how many more pints he
must give to reach the gallqn mark.
Ah well, it’s all in a day at the Durham
Red Cross Blood Bank.

CLUB to acquaint you with our records will send you four (4) cur
rently popular hit recordings for the amazingly low price of only
$1.00 plus 15c to cover the cost of postage and handling. If after
receiving and playing your recordings you are not completely satis
fied, simply return to us and your $1.0§ will be refunded. Each

NEW YORK STREET
WASHETTE, INC.
•

A quick service laundry

•

Wash-fluff dry-fold

TRY US FOR REAL E C O N O M Y
7 New York Street, Dover
(turn right at 561 Central Ave.)

month you will be sent a list to choose from. You are under no obli
gation in receiving this list. To receive your first four (4) records send
$1.00 plus 15c to-day and your recordings will be forwarded to you
immediately.
Mail to:

RECORDS
6625 Delmar Blvd., Dept. 313

University City 5, Mo.
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Rams and Huskies
In Scoreless Duel

Halfback Dick Loiselle breaks into the open for a substantial gain against
the Brandeis University Judges, in last Saturday’s contest at Cowell Stadium.
Number 30 of Brandeis is fullback Morry Stein who is moving up to make the
tackle. Number 82 of the Wildcats is Steve Thompkins, who is angling to
attempt to block Stein. Brandeis defeated the Wildcats, by the score of 27-0,
in the season’s finale for both squads.
(Purdy Photo)

Rifle Team W orks Out
SEE YO U AT THE

LA CANTINA
Where Pizza Is King
SPAGHETTI A N D RAVIOLI

W ANTED
Girls for Laundry Work
H O U R S 7:30 T O 4:00
Ins. Benefits

GRANITE STATE LAUNDRY
Durham, N . H.

T he U N H varsity rifle team, which
won the New England Intercollegiate
Hearst Trophy in 1955, and has finish
ed third the past two seasons, is pre
sently working out on the University
rifle range under the direction o f Mas
ter Sergeant Joseph Rathbun.
T o sharpen the marksmanship, Ser-

Need A Haircut?
UNIVERSITY
BARBER SH O P

A sellout crow d of 15,200 fans were
on hand last Saturday afternoon at
Storrs, Connecticut, as the Rams of
Rhode Island University and the Con
necticut University Huskies, fought to
a scoreless tie, in a game that was sup
pose to decide the winner o f the Yan
kee Conference .championship.
The game was a battle of two power
ful defensive lines that would not yield
in this mighty fray. The Rams and the
Huskies each had one scoring chance
apiece, but, as the score indicates, nei
ther club could push the ball across
the last white chalk mark,
Rhode Island, midway in the second
quarter, began a long march that car
ried them to the Connecticut six yardline, but at this point, halfback Roger
Pearson fumbled the ball and alert tac
kle Joe Llodra recovered to choke off
the threat.
The Huskies, came back to threaten
after the first half intermission. On the
first play follow ing the kickoff, halfback Larry Day took a pitchout and
sped into the clear for a 42 yard gain.
He was tackled from behind at the
Rams’ 20 yard-line by fleet Bob Maier.
The Huskies, keeping the pressure on
the Rams, moved within four yards of
the Rhode Island goal-line, but at this
point, the stout-hearted Ram defense
held on downs.
In the statistics department, Rhode
Island gained 230 yards and UConn
picked up a total o f 180, but the H us
kies gained 167 yards on the ground
while the Rams picked up 142. In the
first downs department, the Rams had
12 and the Huskies had 11
The final Yankee Conference stand
ings:
L
W
Pet.
3
0
1.000
Rhode Island
3
0
Connecticut
1.000
2
2
Maine
.500
1
2
Massachusetts
.333
2
Vermont
0
.000
UNH
0
3
.000

Judges Defeat Cats
In Season's Finale
T he Judges from Brandeis U niversity defeated the U N H W ild 
cats by a score o f 27-0, last Saturday afternoon in the1 final game
of the year for the Bostonm en.
The game, which was played on a rather m uddy C ow ell Stadium
turf, was high-lighted b y thrilling runs and many passes, all o f
which added to the delight of the chilled spectators on hand.
Brandeis, whose attack this year was
based primarily on a running game, sent
Morry Stein, the Judges’ leading ground
gainer, through the middle of the U N H
line and halfback John Murphy around
the ends time after time throughout the
long afternoon.
Brandeis Marches

Brandeis, who won the opening game
coin toss, ground out a march in the first
quarter, which was climaxed when Mur
phy slanted between tackle and guard
and plunged into the U N H end zone
from four yards out. Stein converted and
Brandeis jumped into a 7-0 lead. The
drive began from the Wildcat 22 yardline after Jack Miller intercepted a Trouville aerial on the U N H 36 yard-line.
After the ensuing kickoff, Sammy Paul
came in to spearhead the Wildcats. Sam
my, who for the second week in a row,
electrified the crowd with his ball-handl
ing skill and his accurate passing, moved
the Durham-men to the Brandeis 35 yardline where the march was halted by the
heavier Judges’ forward wall.
Brandeis scored their second sixpointer of the afternoon, as Murphy and
Stein teamed up again, to move 60 yards.
The key play in the march was a fourth
down gamble which paid off for the
Judges. On the play, quarterback David
Bouchard faded and passed to his big
right end Tom Girolamo for 15 yards.
Finally, Doherty, after two plunges,
moved the ball to the IJNH one yardline and Stein took it over. Stein kicked
the placement attempt squarely between
the uprights _and Brandeis led, 14-0, at
the intermission.
geant Rathbun has devised a series of
The third _ quarter started with both
matches with Air Force, Arm y, and elevens battling back and forth between
civilian student shooters in competition. the two thirty-five yard lines, but finally
the Judges, or should we say Mr. Mur
phy, broke loose through the U N H line,
cut to the outside, and raced 44 yards
for the third Brandeis touchdown. The
score came at the ten minute mark of
the period, and after Stein converted,

A C a m p u s-to -C a re e r Case History

the scoreboard read: Brandeis 21, U N H

0.
Paul Passes

Late in the final quarter, Brandeis
marched 70 yards for their final tally,
with Daugherty, a speedy halfback break
ing loose from the U N H 30 yard-line
for the score. The conversion was missed
and the score jumped to 27-0.
Although, from all intent *knd purpose
the ball game was over, U N H did not
stop fighting. Paul continued to fire his
passes. He hit Whitey Frasier for 20
yards, and ranfor 25 more himself to
move the ball to the Brandeis 23. H ow 
ever, at this point the drive was checked.
Shortly afterwards the game ended.
The lineups:
Brandeis
UNH
re Girolamo
le Matson
rt Alexanian
It Burnham
rg Donovan
lg Pascucci
c
Baldovski
c Frigard
lg Taub
rg Gentes
It Napoli
rt Bigelow
le Long
re Paquette
qb Stuart
qb T rouville
lhb Murphy
rhb Loiselle
rbb Hanley
lhb Stewart
fb Stein
£b Shillady
Brandeis
7 7
6—27
UNH
0 0
0— 0

Teacher Selection Exam
The Department o f Education an
nounces that the Teacher Selection
Examination will be given on Tuesday,
Dec. 17 in^ R oom 302, Murkland Hall
at 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. for those stu
dents who intend to take Ed. 58 the
second semester of 1957-58. This ex
amination excludes those students ma
joring in Hom e Econom ics, Agricul
ture, and Physical Education for W o 
men.
All those students who intend to take
the examinations on Dec. 17 sh'oufd
register in the Education Office, Murk
land 3, Dec. 9 througgh the 13.

UNH Hoop Report
The U N H W ildcats, according to
early season reports, are suppose to
have an improved first team this year,
as the W ildcats run through practice
sessions in preparation for the upcom 
ing basketball season.

After the kickoff, with Sammy Paul
at the helm, the Wildcats made a valiant
effort to get back into the ball game.
Paul, who put on an aerial circus of his
own, hit Dick Loiselle, Ray Donnelly,
and Peter Stewart in rapid succession, to
H ow ’s Sputnik and Muttnick? Find
move the ball to the Judges 36 yard-line. out by listening to the news on W M D R ,
However, the threat ended at this point. 650 on your dial.
\

E A R N Y O U R M A S T E R ’S D E G R E E
A N D PREPARE FO R A N

EXECUTIVE CAREER IN RETAILING

*

Comprehensive nine-month program fo r A .B . and B.S.
graduates; emphasis on executive direction in m ajor
stores dovetailed with classroom work. T otal pay fo r
store work $500. Co-ed. Scholarships. Selective job place
m ent before graduation. G. I. approved. N ext class,
September 2, 1958. A pply now. W rite fo r Bulletin C.

G R A D U A T E S C H O O L O F R E T A IL IN G
U N IV ER SIT Y O F PITTSBURGH Pittsburgh 1 3, Pa.

I looked at all the angles
Howard R. Winter, B.B.A., Texas
A. & M., ’51, is now a Commercial
Manager with Southwestern Bell Tele
phone Company in Houston, Texas.
He’s in charge of 30,000 telephone
accounts and a staff of 36 people.
Howard’s interest in a telephone
career dates from his first interview
with a telephone company representa
tive. “ I looked at all the angles,” he
says. “ W e discussed pay and chances
for advancement, which looked excel
lent because of the rapid growth of
the Bell System. W e talked about
many different kinds of work, and
about what would be expected of me.”
After receiving his degree in busi
ness administration, Howard joined

Southwestern Bell’s Commercial De
partment. “ It was natural for me,” he
says. “ I have a business background,
I like to sell and make contacts.
“ M y training gave me a really solid
foundation in the business. Two years
in the Army interrupted it, by the way,
but the two years were credited to my
telephone company records and count
toward all benefits. After I’ d returned
and finished my training, I was made
a business office supervisor. And since
February, 1956, I’ve been a Com
mercial Manager in Houston. Each
assignment I’ve had has been a real
challenge and has presented a tre
mendous opportunity to contribute to
and advance in the business.”

Be sure to investigate the career opportunities for you
in the 17 Bell Telephone Companies serving all 48 states.
On your campus the local company represents the others.
For more information about these career opportunities,
read the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Place
ment Office, or write for “ Challenge and Opportunity” to:
College Employment Supervisor, American Telephone
and Telegraph Co;, 195 Broadway, New York 7, New York.

N O R D E N - K E T A Y CORP.
MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC

Engineers

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Friday-Dee. 6
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN ENGINEERS
• Gyros
• Computers
• Test Equipment

• R adar Air D ata Devices
* Aircraft Instrumentation
• Digital Converters

Periodic Salary Reviews. Promotions from within.
Excellent opportunity for growth. Varied challenging
assignm ents. Excellent education tuition refund
program . Liberal employee benefits.

Contact your placement officer
for appointment.
BELL
TELEPH ONE
C O M P A N IES

TECHNICAL RECRUITING MANAGER
NORDEN-KETAY CORPORATION
Instrument and Systems Division

Milford, Connecticut
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Newman Club Holds
Their Sports Night

C A T -T A LE S
B y A1 Nettle

A lth ou gh the final whistle has blow n on the 1957 football season
at the U niversity campus, there are a few com m ents we w ould like
to make in passing. W h ile we were sitting in the stands Saturday,
w e heard a few caustic com m ents made b y individuals sitting around
us about the W ild ca ts’ team and record this season. W e d on ’t know
w hether these individuals w ho made the com m ents, were U N H stu
dents or not, but if they were we w ould just like to tell these
“ fair weather fans” that the eleven men
on the field represent U N H and are the
student’s club win, lose, or draw. It is
to the everlasting credit of the 1957 squad
that, regardless of their'record or achieve
ments, they fought tooth-and-nail down
to the final whistle, never giving up, re
gardless of the score. Despite the adverse
season, every U N H student should be
proud of the Wildcats for their great
fighting spirit and heart.
Although the game Saturday was
played in very cold weather, nevertheless
the U N H band gave the frigid specta
tors a touch of warmer climes during
their half time show. The band moved
the fans to Mexico for a bull fight. With
the drum majorettes prodding the bull
with their batons and Bill Houle, the
drum major, acting the part of the bull
fighter, all in all it was quite a show for
the finale of the season.
Stewart Sets Record
Congratulations must go to halfback
Peter Stewart who set a new U N H pass
receiving record Saturday. Pete caught
four passes against Brandeis, bringing his
total for the year to 25 and bettering the
mark set by Phil “ Monty” Montagano in
1956 by one. Although it was generally
a long afternoon for U N H football fans
last Saturday, nevertheless there was one
player on the field that sent the Wildcat
rooters home talking and thinking about
next year with eagerness. The player was
quarterback Sammy Paul. Sammy showed
the on-lookers that he is a very capable
quarterback who handles the ball with
all the poise and coolness of a veteran.
But Paul’ s passing was the department in
which he stood out against Brandeis. He
put on a tremendous passing exhibition,
hitting his receivers time and time again,
despite being rushed by a much heavier
Brandeis line.
Although it is usually the backs that
get all the glory, we hope that the sports
writers won’t forget to look at a certain
player in the U N H line, when they pick
the All-Yankee Conference team. This
player is guard Bob Pa'scucci. Although
the worth of a linemen cannot be meas
ured in his rushing average, or his passes
completed, nevertheless it can be measured
in the number of tackles that he makes.
Pascucci was the proverbial bearcat in
the U N H line every game, making tackle

after tackle, and fighting to hold back
'the opposing eleven’s offensive thrusts.
Now that the football season has past,
the sports calendar shines on basketball
and hockey. Coach Bill Olson has had his
varsity hoopsters practicing for several
weeks. Early reports reveal that this
year’s team will boast a great deal of
height, '-essential for getting those re
bounds off the backboards. Pepper Mar
tin’s skaters will begin practice sessions
immediately after the Thanksgiving re
cess in preparation for their opening
game of the season against Holy_ Cross
at the Batchelder Rink, midway in De
cember.
#
Last Issue
Well, this is the last issue of the New
Hampshire that will be put out in the
Ballard Hall offices. The next issue will
be written from the newspaper’s office in
the new, beautiful Student Union Build
ing. W e have heard reports that our new
office •has a colored television set for
each reporter, two beautiful blonde secre
taries for each editor, and water coolers
that give forth a cooling spray of —
not water, but the finest whiskey made.
Well, we can dream, can’t we?
The Newman Club is going to hold its
annual Sports Night this Thursday Night
at 7 :00 at the St. Thomas More Church
Hall. Father Kerr of Boston College,
who played on the 1941 Eagle Sugar
Bowl eleven under Coach Frank Leahy,
and who was an All-American tackle
that year, will be the guest speaker. All
the coaches and the players on all ath
letic teams at U N H are cordially invited
as well as the public.

The Newman Club will hold its an
nual Sports Night tonight beginning
at 7:00 p.m. at the St. Thom as M ore
Church Hall.
The guest speaker this year will be
Father Kerr of Boston College. Father
Kerr, w ho is noted thoughout N ew En
gland for his fine speeches was also a
very famous athlete during his under
graduate days at Boston College. He
was a member of the 1941 Eagles team
that had a very successful season and
won a bid to the Sugar Bowl, where
they played Tennessee. Because of his
great play that year, Father Kerr was
named AllAm erican tackle. Therefore,
he has the actual experience o f having
played football himself.
Sports Night is one o f the most in
teresting events on the Newman Club
calendar. Every year, this organization
goes to great lengths to bring outstand
ing sports figures to the Durham cam
pus to speak to the students.
Last year, R oy Kelley, a well-known
football referee, was the guest speaker
an he captivated the crow d with ac
counts o f famous football games he
had refereed. T w o years ago, the N ew 
man Club brought Bob Murphy, sports
caster of the Boston Red Sox baseball
games to the campus.
The Newman Club cordially invites
all the coaches of all the athletic teams
to Sports Night, as well as all the
players on the W ildcat athletic teams.
The doors are opened to the public
and everyone is w elcom e to the St.
Thomas M ore Church Hall to hear
Father Kerr, another in the long line
o f intresting speakers w ho have made
Sports Night an outstanding event on
the U N H social calendar.

Apple Sales Room
The apple sales room in the basement
at the East end of Hewitt Hall will be
open from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. on Thurs
days, with the exception of Dec. 26
when it will be closed.

UNH Hoop Roster

Dick Ericson, Les Jones, Jim Greene,
Ernie Mercier, Bob Bettencourt, Pete
Davis, Pete Smilikis, George Reynolds.

The U N H varshw basketball team,
under Head Coach Bill Olson have been

Riders W anted

practicing, on the hardwood floor of the

Lewis Field House for the past three
weeks in preparation for the rapidly ap
proaching season.
The 1957-58 roster includes: Bob
Hurst, Terry Parmenter, Crosby Peck,
Dan Hazen, Jim Lundberg, Doug Macey,

Brandeis end Tom Girolamo (80) is shown being stopped by U N H halfback
Pete Stewart (45) after a long gain which resulted from a pass from quarter
back Ron Stuart. Brandeis defeated the U N H eleven, 27-0, as both squads
closed down the curtain on their gridiron seasons. Stewart set a new pass
receiving mark for the Wildcats as he caught four passes in the Brandeis game,
thus bringing his pass receptions to 25, eclipsing Phil Montagano’s old mark
of 24 by one.
(Purdy Photo)

Photo Service
Photos for job applications, pass
ports, graduate school, citizenship pa
pers and military service are taken
every Friday at the photo service, H e
witt Hall.
Call Durham 300, Extension 345, or
stop in for an appointment.

Carberry Shoe Store
A go o d place to buy shoes for the entire
fam ily for every occasion
UPPER

SQ U A R E ,

DOVER

R. P. Johnson Co.
Opposite Post Office

Merchandise From
5c — $5.00
Fountain Lunch Service

W e Give S& H Stamps

R O U N D TRIP — Durham to Hanover
Leave— Friday afternoon about 3:30
Return— Su n d ay afternoon
Contact: M arcia W ilkinson, Saw yer H all

BUCKY’S
The Place to Enjoy
G ood Com pany
1 S C H O O L ST.

DOVER, N. H.

why bottle up your future?

FOR

MEN

IN UNBREAKABLE
PLASTIC!

You’re off and running fast as a Burroughs sales representative. One of
America's fastest growing businesses with the most complete line of
business machines now and lots more coming. Burroughs offers you an
attractive position as a member of the sales staff. You’ll receive thorough
and practical training. Plus a financial future whose only limits are your
own initiative and energy. Glowing promise? Yes, and one borne out by
the careers of many young men like yourself now in our branches from
New York to California, Check your Placement office for an appointment
when the Burroughs representative comes to campus. Or write Ken T.
Bement, General Sales Manager, Burroughs Division, Burroughs
Corporation, Detroit 32, Michigan.

Formulated for a man's hair and scalp.
Conditions while it cleans. 1.25

plu» ta«

SHULTON
New York • Toronto

BU RRO U G H S
BURRO U GH S

DIVISION
CORPORATION
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newspaper ought to be financed by the
state newspapers. Observing and studying
how the different papers in New Hamp
shire are produced would be invaluable
experience for the students.
Subsidies from Businessmen
Tw o weeks ago, Jere Chase, Director
of University Development, indicated that
the University was eager to accept such
subsidies from private businessmen in
New Hampshire. Although nothing defi
nite was planned^ last week-end, the news
papermen participating in the discussion
said that they would bring up the matter
at another conference scheduled in a few
weeks elsewhere.
William B. Rotch, Milford Cabinet,
and James D. Ewing, Keene Evening
Sentinel, were the Co-Chairmen of the
Planning Committee for last week’s con
ference. Other members of the committee
were: Reg Abbott, Union-Leader; Ed
ward J. Bennett, Bristol Enterprise;
Richard Blalock, Portsmouth Herald;
Rhoda Clark, Claremont Eagle; Jack
Colby, Littleton Courier; Edward Shanken, University Extension Service; Joe
Kamin, Associated Press.
Although the program of the confer
ence was meant primarily to be of inter
est to newspapermen, those members of
the university faculty, staff and students
body who wished to attend were invited.

NH Journalists Convene
On "Freedom of Facts'7
By Ann Barbeau
The new Memorial Union Building was
made use of for the first time when the
publishers, editors and other staff mem
bers of N.H.’s daily and weekly news
papers met for a conference.
About 20 newspapers and one radio sta
tion (W W N H of Rochester) sent over
65 representatives to attend this first
annual conference scheduled for Nov.
15-16.
These visitors, who came in order to
discuss matters of professional interest,
were much impressed by the beautiful
interior of the Memorial Union. _They
thought it significant that private citizens
should have been the first to make use of
the million-dollar building.
At 1 :30 Friday afternoon, the formal
program was opened with a speech of
welcome delivered by Eldon L. Johnson,
President of the University. He was fol
lowed by Louis M. Lyons, Curator of
Harvard University’s Nieman Foundation
for Journalism, who gave a general talk
on how to produce better and more mean
ingful newspapers.
Sevellon Brown III, Editor of the
Providence Journal, spoke later in the
afternoon on “ Freedom of Information”
with particular emphasis on experiences
in New England. Joe Kamin of the Asso
ciated Press given his views on this sub
ject also.

On Saturday morning, a movie entitled
“ People, Profits and You” was presented
to those attending the conference. It was
of particular interest to advertising people.
At 10:00 a.m., J. Leo Bourassa, Director
of New Hampshire’s Survival Plan Pro
ject, explained the role N. H. newspapers
should play in case of disaster.
David C. Knapp, Assistant Professor
of Government and Assistant to the Presi
dent, then spoke informally on the sub
ject of liberty in modern American socie
ty. Finally, a printed speech prepared by
Dr. Edward D. Eddy, Vice President of
the University, was distributed among
the audience, Dr. Edy being unable to at
tend the session.
Rewarding Informality
It must not be assumed from the fore
going that the whole conference consisted
of lectures. On the contrary, as the news
papermen frankly admitted, informal dis
cussions were more important and more
rewarding. During these bull sessions,
the visitors talked over mutual problems
and exchanged methods of dealing with
these problems.
During one of these discussions, it was
said that it would be a good thing if
N. H. newspapermen could subsidize a
Department of Journalism at the Uni
versity. Those present claimed that their
newspapers were in bad need of trained
journalists. Moreover, a Department of
Journalism could give staff guidance to
The formal program for Friday was the University’s newspaper.
closed by Edward J. Bennett of Bristol
Another suggestions was forthcoming:
Enterprise who gave the visitors a life field trips for the staff of the University’s
history of his brain-child — the “ Right
to Know Bill” . Mr. Bennett, a state
senator in the New Hampshire Legis
lature, reproached newspapermen for their
lack of interest at the time when the
now-defunct bill most needed their sup
port. He said that the bill had been
advantageous not only to publishers but
also to the ‘man in the street” .

University Host . . .

Home Ec Students . . .

(continued from page 1)
preside at the afternoon session at which
Leroy B. Martin, Jr., Applied Science
Representative of Boston’s Service Bureau
Corp. will speak on the uses and appli
cations of computers for highway pur
poses.
The conference is sponsored jointly by
the University’s Department of Civil
Engineering and the New Hampshire
Branch of the American Society of Civil
Engineers.

(continued from page 1)
Louise, who is from East Andover,
was active in high school as a Junior
Leader and Leader in the 4-H Club of
which she has been a member for 11
years. She has done volunteer youth work
in the church, and has had experience as
a county 4-H Club agent-in-training.
After college, Lou plans to work as a
4-H Club agent.
Lou’s college activities include Fresh
man Camp counselors, Christian Associ
ation, Phi Upsilon Omicron and Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Societies, Panhellenic
Council, and Kappa Delta sorority.

Attention: Organizations

All approved campus organizations
Let’s relax by listening to the sooth
who wish to have a page in the 1957 ing music that is played on
“ Granite” should contact Penny Webb heard on W M D R , Sunday
in Sawyer before Christmas vacation. Friday from 11:05-12:00 p.m.

Nightfall
through

For Sale
9/mm Radom
similiar to Colt
Shells which are
cluded also two
tact Russ Swift
on any weekday.

Automatic Pistol very
.45. _Uses 9/mm Luger
available anywhere. In
holsters and belt. Con
at PiK A at 5 :30 p.m.

“Right To Know Bill’

There Is A Place In This Picture For YouI |

OPPORTUNITIES ;

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP

M EAD ER 'S FLOWER SH O P

Treat Yourself
To The Best

C O R SA G E S O UR SPECIALTY

OUR BUSINESS IS

10 Third Street

TO IMPROVE YOUR APPEARANCE

Tel. Dover 158

PAUL'S Jewelry

Compliments of

DOVER'S D IA M O N D DEALER
Integrity and Columbia Diamonds
ARTCARVED W E D D IN G B A N D S
TROPHIES A N D E N G R A V IN G
PENS - PENCILS - TYPEWRITERS
LU G G A G E - POCKETFLASKS

GRANT’S
COFFEE SHOP

Complete Watch and Jewelry
Repair Service

for Students with Bachelor Degrees in
WILBUR JUST WOKE UP TO
THE FACT THAT HE$ IN CLASS!

★ CHEMICAL E N G IN E E R IN G
★ C H EM ISTR Y
★ MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

KEEP ALERT FORA
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!

Don't let that “ drowsy feel
ing" cramp your style in class
. . . or when you’re “hitting
the books’*. Take a NoDoz
Awakener! In a few minutes,
you’ll be your normal best...
wide awake . . . alert! Your
doctor will tell you—NoDoz
Awakeners are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handy!

This is a chance to get a head start in your professional
career with ALLIED CHEMICAL’S General Chemical
Division.
Company representatives will be on the campus for
interviews:

Monday, December 9, 1957
I
I

15 TABLETS, 3 5 c
35 tablets
la bandy tin

69c

I

N O D O Z

I

i

Contact Y our Placem ent O/fice T o d a y For an ! n ’ v
A p p o in tm e n t a n d Descriptive Literature.

I

ALLIED CHEMICAL

I

GENERAL CHEMICAL D IV IS IO N
40 Rector Street, New York 6, N. Y.
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Only Viceroy gives you

20.000 FI LTE R TRAPS
FOR THAT SMOOTHER TASTE

AN ORDINARY FILTER

H alf as many filter traps in the other two
largest-selling filter brands! In Viceroy, 20,000
filter traps... twice as many ... for smoother taste!

THE VICEROY FILTER
These simplified drawings show the difference
. . . show that Viceroy’s 20,000 filter traps are
actually
as the ordinary filter!

twice as many

Twice as many filter traps as the
W
NOW
'T I L
IN
f lf
other two largest-selling filter b ran d s 1 NEWAVAILABLE
CRUSH-PROOF/ ■ < *
FLIP-OPEN / „ ^

Compare! Only Viceroy gives you 20,000 filter traps—
twice as many as the other two largest-selling filter
brands—for that smoother taste!

\

Plus—finest-quality leaf tobacco, Deep-Cured golden
brown for extra smoothness!

r a y

y

OR

FAMOUS

FAMILIAR PACK

Get Viceroy! Get 20,000 filter traps, for smoother taste!
© ItSt, Brown & WiUiamto* Tobacco Corp

